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With the passing of William F.Cody, better known as "Buffalo 
Biii" the West lost one of its most noted characters. This section of 
the country especially feels a sense of personal loss as he has been 
closely associated with the making of much of its history. Employed 
here as a scout he later returned in the troublesome times of 1890 
and played his part in the settlement of that misunderstanding. This 
reservation was the recruiting ground for his wild west shows and 
many of the Indians living bere were personal friends and acquaint
ances of his. During the later years he returned here again to part
icipate in the making of those moion pictures intended to comm-
enerate and perpetuate the battle of the Wounded Knee. The death 
of this man leaves a place in the citizenship of this country that will 
probably never be filled again. 
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HE TRIBUNE has on more than one occassion expressed a de
gree of merriment if not of actual impatience, with the numer

ous diet squad experiments which seem to be overrunning the coun
try, and which have thus far served no purpose beyond securiug news
paper publicity for the dieters and their exploiters. The latest effort 
of this kind came a few days ago from New York in the shape of an 
announcement that a squad of policemen would be experimentally 
fed for 25 cents a day. 

There has just come to The Tribune one of the statements which 
are issued at regular intervals by the government's Indian bureau 
concerning its operations. This one, as luck would have it, refers 
to the feeding of Indian adult pupils at Carlisle, Pa, where the fed
eral government maintains for children of the red men an institution 
of learning which has achieved a nation wide reputation. 

The Carlisle school, during the last year, when uncomfortably 
high prices for food prevailed, fed its pupils at a cost of $60.63 each 
-and raised no hubbub about it, either. The pupils were given all 
their systems craved and needed, and, inasmuch as Carlisle is still 
producing notable contenders in the field of athletics, it will hardly 
be claimed that there has been such a scarcity of edibles as to be 
debilitating. 

A little figuring will show that $60 63 per year is a tiny fraction 
more than A66 cents per day. $1,162 per week, and $4.98 per month 
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